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Humanities 
Division 1 (Entering grades 6 and 7): Heroes and Villains 

 
Texts to read:	D’Aulaires’ Book of Greek Myths by Ingri d'Aulaire and Edgar Parin d’Aulaire  

ISBN: 0440406943 
 
This summer, Division 1 students will read D’aulaires’ Book of Greek Myths, which serves as the foundation 
for our understanding of Greek culture and storytelling.  
 
Once you complete the reading, generate responses based on the prompts below. I encourage you to read 
these prompts before you begin the book. That way, you can keep them in mind as you read. 
 
Please answer all of the following questions thoughtfully and thoroughly. Note the expected length of each 
response, and please type and print all responses. 
 

1. Having read this collection, how would you define the term “myth”?  Write down your own 
original definition. (1-2 sentences) 

2. Which character do you... (3-4 sentences per answer) 
a. ...like the most? Why?  
b. ...like the least? Why? 
c. ...relate to the most? Why?  

3. Write about a time when you were affected by a story. This can be a story you heard from family or 
friends, or it can be from a book, movie, or television show. Retell the story again, and then reflect: 
How were you changed by this story? (Did it affect your beliefs? Your understanding of yourself, 
others, or the world? Did it help you make an important decision?) (2-3 paragraphs) 

4. Illustrate yourself as a god! This illustration should be creative and thoughtful, but it does not have 
to be perfect. In your illustration, be sure to show: 

a. What would you be the god of?  
b. What would be your symbol?  
c. At the bottom of your illustration, write a short paragraph (4-5 sentences) explaining why 

you made these choices.  
 

 
 

Please bring your responses, typed and printed, on the first day of school! 
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Division 2 (Entering grade 8): Constitution Nation 
 

Texts to read:	A Young People’s History of the United States, only through page 104 by Howard Zinn and 
Rebecca Stefoff. ISBN: 978-1583228692 

and  
Tell Me How It Ends: An Essay in 40 Questions by Valeria Luiselli. ISBN: 978-1566894951 

 

This summer Division 2 students will be reading two different texts. One text will give you an overview of 
US History through the American Revolutionary War. The second book examines children as immigrants 
and the stories they have in crossing the Mexican-US Border. As you read these books, you’ll be collecting 
quotes that stand out to you in one form or another. Although the texts are quite different, you are tasked 
with finding connections between the two. This is practice for a skill we will be employing a great deal 
throughout the year.  

It is up to you which book you read first, but follow the directions below carefully and be sure to bring in 
the books and your work on the first day of class. 

1. Select a theme that you want to focus on as you read. Possible themes include: Government, 
Immigration, Socioeconomic Status, Gender, Race, Inequality, or a theme of your choice. 

2. Select one of the books to read first.  
3. As you read the text, mark it up with a pen or pencil! Use the following system to help you sort your 

thinking: 
a. Square: “Squared” with you 
b. Triangle: Concerns or challenges you 
c. Circle: Questions (large or small) 

4. Once you have finished reading the book, select five quotes that exemplify your chosen theme and 
record them into column A of a table that looks like the one below. Make sure to note the page 
number for each quote. 

5. In column B, explain why you selected the quote. What makes it stand out to you? Why is 
interesting? Do you agree or disagree with it? How does it connect to your theme? 

6. Once you have finished the first book and completed Columns A and B, move onto the second. 
7. As you read the second book, be sure to mark up the text just like you did with the first book. But 

also, look for connections to the first text. Does something remind you of the other book? Is there 
agreement between the two books? Is there disagreement? Find quotes that compliment the five 
quotes you found in the first text. 

8. Once you are finished reading the second book, write five new quotes from the second book in 
column C. These quotes should connect to your existing ones. Make sure to note the page number 
for each quote. 

9. In column D, explain the connection between each set of quotes. 
10. Bring in your completed chart, with your books, on the first day of class! 

 

Sample Chart (you can type yours are neatly write it out): 
Column A  

(Quotes from 1st Book) 
Column B  

(Why you chose the quote) 
Column C  

(Quotes from 2nd Book) 
Column D  

(How quotes from 2nd book 
connect to quotes from 1st 

book) 
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Division 3 (Entering grades 9 and 10): American Hi(story)ography 
 

Texts to read: The Underground Railroad by Colson Whitehead ISBN: 978-0-385-54236-4 
 
This summer we’ll read Colson Whitehead’s The Underground Railroad, a novel about Cora, a girl born 
into slavery in Georgia. Cora escapes her plantation via the Underground Railroad, a network of train lines 
run by station agents; over the course of her escape, she travels through several different states. Each new 
location presents her with a different set of characters, a different ideology, and a different form of 
oppression. 
 
Whitehead’s novel is a work of historical fiction, based on American life in the mid-nineteenth century. 
However, it also incorporates ahistorical and magical elements. For instance, the Underground Railroad 
was not a literal railroad; the endless Freedom Trail Cora encounters in North Carolina was not real, 
although it alludes to the reality of mass lynching; Cora’s experience in South Carolina is premised on 
eugenics experiments that happened in the twentieth century; the list goes on. As you read, consider why 
Whitehead might have injected fantastical and asynchronous events into his narrative. Is he trying to create 
a picture of America not only in the 1800s, but also today? 
 
Engaging with the text: when you read The Underground Railroad, highlight or underline passages you 
find beautiful, perplexing, or significant. Circle words you don’t know and write their definitions in the 
margins. You may want to read the questions below before you begin reading and mark passages that you 
find relevant. Tracking specific themes in the novel—truth, freedom, ownership, history, mythology, 
home—might also prove fruitful. Then, respond to three of the questions below. Each response should be 
between 250-350 words, double-spaced, and include quotations from the text. 

• On page 69, the station agent Lumbly says, “If you want to see what this nation is all about, I always say, you 
have to ride the rails. Look outside as you speed through, and you’ll find the true face of America.” What does 
Cora see outside? What, to her, is the true face of America? Do you agree with her vision? 

• The Underground Railroad can be interpreted as an anti-myth – that is, a novel that rejects the conventional 
narrative that we have heard about American freedom and progress. What evidence from the text supports 
this interpretation? What “American mythology” do you think Whitehead’s story resists? 

• Novel as form: a) Why do you think Whitehead chose to render the Underground Railroad as an actual 
railroad? What do the fantastical elements of the novel lend to his narrative? b) Whitehead’s novel uses a basic 
structure: the main character travels to various lands, and each one is different from the last. Are there other 
books you’ve read that use a similar structure? How are these books similar or different? Is The Underground 
Railroad an allegory? What evidence from the text supports (or does not support) this? 

• The abolitionist and ex-slave William Wells Brown (1814-1884) once said, “Slavery has never been represented; 
slavery never can be represented.” What do you make of this claim? Do you think that Whitehead 
acknowledges the difficulty of representing the condition of the slave? In recent popular culture, we have been 
exposed to several different representations of slavery: Django Unchained, 12 Years a Slave, Assassin’s Creed: 
Liberation. Do you think there is a reason for this? And do you think these representations (if you have been 
exposed to them) do justice to this period in American history? 

• Whitehead’s novel tracks Cora’s changing reflections on the concept of freedom. On page 179, she thinks, 
“Freedom was a thing that shifted as you looked at it, the way a forest is dense with trees up close but from 
outside, from the empty meadow, you see its true limits.” On page 272, she concludes, “Freedom was a 
community laboring for something lovely and rare.” What other theses on freedom do you find in this novel, 
and which do you most agree with? What does freedom mean to you? 
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Division 4 (Entering grades 11 and 12): East to West: History, Culture, and Literature 
 

Texts to read: The Girl at the Baggage Claim: Explaining the East-West Culture Gap by Gish Jen. ISBN: 
9781101947821 

 
“There is no truth. There is only perception.” –Gustave Flaubert 

 
Jen’s book focuses on the ways in which our perception of ourselves helps to shape the way that we live our 
lives, and that, essentially, those in the East and West view themselves differently. Through the course of 
reading this text, students will get an introduction to some of the main themes of the year: identity, history, 
and culture and the ways in which these are truly interconnected constructs.  
 
Step 1: Take the quiz attached to this reading. Complete this quiz BEFORE reading the book. You can look 
at the guide to interpreting your answers, however, you will understand much more once you begin 
reading.  
 
Step 2: Knowing your “Big Pit” and “Flexi-Self” identity, think about your own worldview as you read. 
What does it mean if you have some of both identities? Do you think the test portrays you accurately?  
 
Step 3: Write a 2-3 page reflection about your experience taking the quiz, your own worldview and identity, 
and comment on the examples that she uses in the book. Do you identify with any of them? What do you 
learn about Eastern cultures, Western cultures and yourself after reading this book? 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Are you a “Big Pit” or a “Flexi-Self”?  
 
Take the following tests to see if you are a “Big Pit” or a “Flexi-Self” or a combination. Then, read the book 
to find out more!  
 

1. Ask yourself, “Which of the following go together?” Choose two of the three. Write down your 
answers.  

 
Chicken, Cow, Grass _________________________________________________ 
 
Whistle, Train, Bus____________________________________________________ 
 
Cat, Meow, Pig _______________________________________________________ 
 
Sardine, Shark, Can__________________________________________________ 
 
Pencil, Notebook, Magazine_________________________________________ 
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2. List 10 answers to the question, “Who am I?” You should write these statements quickly, in the first 
person, addressing them to yourself, and don’t worry about the order. Just list them as they come 
into your mind.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. Draw a diagram of you and your most important relationships. Represent each person (including 
yourself) as a circle, and connect the circles with lines.  
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4. Look at the two airport pictures. What has changed? Write down what you see that has changed 
(only take a few minutes to do this).  
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5. Does the flower belong to group 1 or group 2? Write your answer.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(See page 27, 28, and 29 and Appendix A on pages 255-256 for guidance in translating your answers. 
However, you will need to read more of the book to gain a better understanding of the “Big Pit” and “Flexi-
Self” identities.)  
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Math/Science/Technology (MST) 
Division 1 (Entering grades 6 and 7): - Engineering 

 
Texts to read:	Catastrophe! By Fred Bortz  

ISBN: 978-0716765387 
 

Before reading the book, look over these questions. Upon finishing the book type reflections on the 
following questions. Use complete sentences and paragraphs. 
 

1. List two main themes or mottos that Bortz draws from the accidents that he describes that can help 
you in your work this coming year and beyond. 

2. The introductory essay explains that one lesson learned from the Rocket Sled work was that objects 
should be designed to force the user to install them properly (page 9). Find at least two items in your 
home that follow this rule. Explain: 

a. What the object is, 
b. How it is designed to permit only one way to be attached or used, and 
c. What you think might go wrong if the design did not block misuse (do not try it yourself!). 

3. The Kansas City Hyatt Regency Hotel and Challenge Space Shuttle disasters were both due to a 
failure of a part. In both of these cases, the parts were not built in a flawed way because the design 
required it, but because of manufacturing limitations: the objects simply could not be built in one 
piece. This conflict between what a designer imagines and what can actually be produced using 
current or affordable technology is a common one. The complexity of our artifacts is impressive. Pick 
an object and make a component list – how many different parts and how many of each are there? 
Your object can be high tech (e.g., a microwave oven) or low tech (e.g., a dresser). Be creative in your 
choice. You should not take it apart! Just catalog all that you can see through careful and systematic 
observation. 

4. The above question highlights that one consideration in an engineering design is feasibility – whether 
the design can actually be built as conceived or imagined. List as many other considerations or 
variables that engineers and designers care about when doing their work. In other words, what are 
the different goals that they are trying to meet? Are any of these goals in conflict? Give an example 
either from the reading or another situation where the more you improve your success with one 
goal, the harder it is to satisfy the other. 

5. Visit this web page: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13w1t7nllIKhTHco3QywOKAA0xqEXnVWbumVeUdgx
8lA/edit?usp=sharing on different materials. Look around and identify ten different materials that 
are a part of different inventions in your home or environment. Be creative about thinking about 
each and the numerous reasons that that material was a good choice for its task. Try to identify as 
many different characteristics or properties that guide our choices when we decide to make a part 
out of one material or another. Enter your examples into our list!	
§ Optional: Read The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind: Creating Currents of Electricity and Hope by William 

Kamkwamba 
§ Optional: Catastrophe! was written in 1995. In the nuclear meltdown essay, Bortz ends by making certain 

specific predictions (see page 57). What are those predictions? Were they true four years ago? Are they still 
true in light of the tsunami that damaged the nuclear plants in Fukushima? Research the current situation 
(you can start by Googling “nuclear power industry”). Are new plants being built? Proposed? What are 
the key questions in the debate these days? 

§  Optional: Want to try keeping a nuclear power plant from melting down? Visit 
www.ida.liu.se/~her/npp/demo.html (read the instructions and click for a greater explanation) and use 
control rods, pumps, and valves to keep the plant functioning. 

§ Optional: Read about the engineering problems of the Big Dig tunnel project in Boston. 
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Division 2 (Entering grade 8): Marine Science 
 
Texts to read:	Flotsametrics and the Floating World: How One Man's Obsession with Runaway Sneakers and Rubber 

Ducks Revolutionized Ocean Science by Curtis Ebbesmeyer and Eric Scigliano.  
ISBN: 0061558427 

 
After reading the book answer the following questions. Type your answers and have them prepared for the 
first day of school:  
 

1. What did you learn about oceanography from reading this book that you hadn’t considered or 
known before? Cite at least two passages from the book that revealed something new to you. What 
did you learn about how humans interact with the sea (either historically or currently) from the 
book? Again, cite at least two passages from the book that were especially interesting to you.  

 
2. Explain the significance of one of the following. Use passages in the text and your own ideas to 

support your explanation:   
a. The influence of Curt’s personal experiences on his early career. What impact did Curt’s 

relationships and experiences have in directing him to science?  
b. The role of creativity and innovation in oceanography. What new methods were developed 

and how does this change the way you think about how scientists work? 
c. How beachcombers influence the work of oceanographers. How does this change the way 

you think about how citizens can participate in science?  
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Division 4 (Entering grades 11 and 12): Physics and Calculus 
	

Text to read: Isaac Newton by Gale E. Christianson  
ISBN 0-19-530070-X. 

	
The goal of this reading assignment is two-fold: 

• To become familiar with some of the people who have shaped mathematics and physics. 
• To realize how these disciplines evolve due to specific needs and by relying upon work from 

previous thinkers. To see how these influences operate within some constraints, but also frequently 
reach beyond political borders. 

 
As you read: 

• Identify four or more researchers or thinkers mentioned in the book whose work preceded Newton’s 
and formed the groundwork for his ideas. For each of these characters, note the following: 

o Region of origin 
o Native language. 
o Time period in which he/she lived. 
o His/her areas of work as outlined in the book, and whether the work was of a more 

theoretical nature and/or practical/experimental. 
 

• Identify two or more researchers or thinkers who were contemporaries of Newton and whose work 
confirmed, disagreed with, or otherwise overlapped with Newton’s. For each of these 
characters, note the following: 

o Region of origin 
o Native language. 
o His/her areas of work as outlined in the book, and whether the work was of a more 

theoretical nature and/or practical/experimental. 
o His/her opinion of Newton’s work. 

 
• Consider the following questions. Type your answer to ONE of them and have it prepared for the 

first day of school. Use passages in the text and your own ideas to support the explanation. 
1. How are scientists and mathematicians portrayed in the book? How do they know about 

each other’s work and collaborate? In what ways has this changed in modern times? 
2. What is the relevance of the historical, social, and ethical contexts in the advancement of 

knowledge? What are some of the major constraints that can slow it down? 
3. How is alchemy different from science? How is science different from mathematics? In what 

ways are they related? What is the role of creativity and of resilience in these fields? 
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World Language 
Divisions 1 and 2: Español Novice High 

	
Objective: To review and continue practice of reading and writing in Spanish. 
 
Task: In the Easy Spanish Reader booklet you received during the school year, complete pages 24 through 39, 
which includes Chapters 11 through 16 and “El Repaso 3”. Read each of the short stories and complete all 
activities. You may neatly handwrite your answers or type them in a Google Doc. 
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Divisions 1 and 2: Español Avanzado 
 
Objetivo: Demostrar tu comprensión del libro y los temas.  
 
Después de leer el libro que escogiste para leer este verano, elige un proyecto de la lista de opciones aquí 
abajo. Cualquiera que sea el proyecto, debes: 

• mencionar eventos/personajes específicos del libro 
• analizar los temas del libro 
• incluir una declaración artística (1 página, más o menos) que responde a las siguientes preguntas 

(Debes escribir la declaración artística en la computadora, de tamaño 12, y doble espacio. Incluye tu 
nombre y el título de tu obra.): 

o Describe la obra que creaste y las decisiones creativas que tomaste 
o Explica por qué escogiste ese proyecto en particular 
o ¿Qué aprendiste sobre los temas? 

 
La lista de opciones: 

• Ilustraciones: Escoge un capítulo o un momento importante del libro para ilustrar en un poster o en 
una tira cómica. 

• Poema: Escoge un capítulo, un momento, o un tema importante en el libro. Escribe un poema 
detallado (una página mínima) que resume o refleja el capítulo/el momento/el tema. 

• Monólogo: Escoge un personaje y un momento importante para ese personaje. Escribe un monólogo 
que explora las emociones y pensamientos de ese personaje antes, durante, y después del evento. 
Luego, graba el monólogo. (1-2 minutos) 

• Diario: Escoge un personaje del libro y escribe un diario desde su perspectiva. El diario debe tener 
un mínimo de 2 páginas en total. 

• Obra de arte: Crea un símbolo artístico para representar un personaje, un momento especial, o un 
tema del libro. La obra de arte puede ser una escultura, un modelo a scala, o lo que sea.  

• El próximo capítulo: ¿Qué sucede después de terminar el libro? Escribe un capítulo más para 
explicar lo que pasa. (2 páginas mínimas) 

• Video: Recrea una escena importante del libro, o inventa tu propia escena con los personajes del 
libro. (2-4 minutos) 

 
Si te gustaría hacer otro proyecto, por favor, escríbeme un email (acarle3@gmail.com) antes del 1 de agosto 
con una descripción del proyecto que prefieres hacer. 
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Divisions 3 and 4: Español Novice 
 

Objective: To become aware of and familiarize yourself with Spanish in the world around you. 
 
Task 1: Create and complete a table identical to the one below in a Google Doc (you do not need to copy the 
model provided). Throughout the summer, take note of at least 8 instances where you see Spanish in your 
daily life. For each entry, write the Spanish that you see, or take a photo and paste it into your table. Try to 
translate the Spanish to English the best you can without using a dictionary or online translator. Write a 
couple sentences in which you explain your translation process. The date should be the date that you saw 
the sign. Please see the model below. 
 
Places you might notice Spanish: museums and other tourist sites, public transportation, restaurants, 
instructions found on box mixes (for cakes, brownies, etc), Spanish-speaking neighborhoods (i.e. Egleston 
Square and Hyde Square in JP) 
 
Date Location Spanish English translation and explanation 
Model: 
June 14, 2017 

Bathroom of Joe’s 
Diner in Ipswich, 
MA 

 

“All employees: do the favor of 
washing hands….” 
 
I already knew the word “todos” and 
the word “empleados” looks similar to 
“employees” in English. The picture 
helped me understand the Spanish, and 
I’ve seen similar signs in English at 
other restaurants. I wasn’t sure what 
“de salir” meant so I didn’t translate 
that part. 

Entry 1: 
 

   

Entry 2:    
 

…Entry 8:    
 

Entry 9: 
Reflection 

(See instructions for “Task 2” below) 

 
Task 2: For your last entry, write a reflection in English (of 100 words minimum) in which you respond to 
the following questions: 

1. Where are you most likely to see Spanish? Why do you think that is? What purpose does it serve?  
2. Were you able to understand the Spanish that you saw? What strategies did you use to understand 

it?  
3. What surprised you about this assignment? For example, were you able to understand more or less 

than you originally thought? Did you notice places where Spanish wasn’t used, and you thought it 
should be?  
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Divisions 3 and 4: Español Intermediate I 
 

Texts to read: “Saber Comer: 64 Reglas Básicas para Aprender a Comer Bien” 
(http://www.lacocinaalternativa.com/2013/07/18/saber-comer-64-reglas-basicas-para-aprender-a-comer-bien/) 

 
In our Intermediate course this year, we’ll discuss where the food we eat comes from, who harvests it and 
how it gets to our table. This assignment serves to help us begin to think about this. 
 
After you’ve read the article, pick 4-6 rules that resonate with you and explain them in Español, in your own 
words. Be sure to incorporate illustrations and or visuals that will help you express your ideas. 
 
In addition to reading the 64 rules from Michael Pollan’s book, please watch the TED talk 
(http://www.ted.com/talks/michael_pollan_gives_a_plant_s_eye_view?embed=true) by the same name. 
 
Finally, please reflect in writing (12-18 sentences) on the following sentence:   

1. ¿Comían para vivir no vivían para comer? And contextualize it according to what you think it is 
referring to. 

 
  

http://www.lacocinaalternativa.com/2013/07/18/saber-comer-64-reglas-basicas-para-aprender-a-comer-bien/
http://www.ted.com/talks/michael_pollan_gives_a_plant_s_eye_view?embed=true
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Divisions 3 and 4: Español Advanced 1 
 

Objetivo: Aprender sobre las noticias del mundo hispanohablante; leer y escribir en español 
 
Tarea: Leer y considerar 4 artículos/videos sobre las noticias de España y/o América Latina. Para cada 
artículo, responde a las preguntas siguientes: 
 

1. Escribe el título del artículo, el nombre del autor, y la fecha de publicación. Copia y pega el enlace 
del artículo en el documento de Google. 

2. Resume el artículo (50 palabras mínimas): ¿quién, qué, dónde, cómo, cuándo, y por qué? 
3. Escribe una reflexión personal sobre el artículo (75 palabras mínimas). Para ayudarte, podrías 

responder a las siguientes preguntas (pero no es obligatorio responder a todas):  
a. ¿Qué opinas del artículo?  
b. ¿Te sorprende?  
c. ¿Por qué te interesa? ¿Cómo te afecta? 
d. ¿Es el autor imparcial? ¿Cómo sabes?  

 
Las instrucciones La fecha de entrega 

 
1. Abre un Google Doc y compártelo conmigo. Escribe cada respuesta en el mismo 
Google Doc. Escribe el título: Noticias de (Nombre) 
 

23 de junio 

2. Leer y responder al artículo 1 (publicado entre el 24 de junio y el 14 de julio). 
Copia y pega el enlace del artículo en el documento. 
 

14 de julio 

3. Leer y responder al artículo 2 (publicado entre el 15 de julio y el 28 de julio). Copia 
y pega el enlace del artículo en el documento. 
 

28 de julio 

4. Leer y responder al artículo 3 (publicado entre el 29 de julio y el 18 de agosto). 
Copia y pega el enlace del artículo en el documento. 
 

18 de agosto 

5. Leer y responder al artículo 4 (publicado entre el 19 de agosto y el 1 de 
septiembre). Copia y pega el enlace del artículo en el documento. 
 

1 de septiembre 

 
Recursos posibles: 
http://www.bbc.com/mundo 
http://cnnespanol.cnn.com/ 
http://www.unmultimedia.org/radio/spanish/ 
http://elpais.com/elpais/portada_america.html 
 
  

http://www.bbc.com/mundo
http://cnnespanol.cnn.com/
http://www.unmultimedia.org/radio/spanish/
http://elpais.com/elpais/portada_america.html
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Additional 
11th Grade Only: Junior Research Project Seminar 

 
Text to read: The Craft of Research, Third Edition by Wayne C. Booth, Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. 

Williams.  
ISBN: 978-0226065663 

 
In order to prepare for your Junior Research Project Seminar please read Parts I and II, which cover pages 
1-102. (This also includes a Prologue.) 
 
As you read, you are required to write marginalia throughout the assigned pages. Marginalia consists of 
notes to yourself, the authors, or to us about what you read. You’re especially encouraged to: 

• Ask questions about what you’re reading – do you understand? Are you skeptical? 
• Note ideas that remind you of other things you’ve read, seen, or experienced. 
• Star things that you think are awesome, really interesting, and/or useful. 
• Draw pictures and/or diagrams that help illuminate points for you. 

 
We will be checking your marginalia! Make it thoughtful and detailed. 
 
Note: Before you begin your marginalia, read this short blog post, “Edgar Allen Poe on the Joy of Marginalia”. 
(http://www.brainpickings.org/index.php/2013/09/17/edgar-allan-poe-marginalia/) 
 
After completing the reading, identify three potential topics that you might be interested in exploring this 
year in JRPS. Write a substantial paragraph about each topic that addresses the following: 

• Why you’re interested in this topic. 
• Why you think this topic will sustain you for an entire school year. 
• What kinds of resources you anticipate using (scholarly journals, etc.). 
• Ideas for your final project. 

  

http://www.brainpickings.org/index.php/2013/09/17/edgar-allan-poe-marginalia/
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All High School Read 
	

Text to read: My Antonia by Willa Cather. ISBN: 978-1420951745 
  
Written in 1918, My Antonia is a novel about the immigrant experience in America, youth, friendship, and 
the vast expanse that was the West in the early 1900s. At the time, most novels that included female 
characters only included ones of privilege and wealth, and they were largely secondary characters. That 
Willa Cather had a female main character that was also a poor immigrant was bold for her time. Cather is 
also known for her beautiful use of language and character development. My Antonia is a classic novel that 
everyone should read, and we are excited to have you read it this summer!   
 

1. Listen to the audio guide to the novel here to learn more about Willa Cather and the novel before 
you read the book (it is about 30 minutes): http://www.neabigread.org/books/myantonia/media/  

2. Read the three handouts (three pages that follow this assignment) entitled “The Homestead 
Movement”, “Bohemian and Swedish Immigrants”, and “The Triumph of Antonia Shimerda.”  

3. After reading the novel, write a two-page reflection on one of the following topics:   
  
Memory  
How is Jim a nostalgic, romantic, and an idealistic narrator? Does this make him an unreliable storyteller? 
What does Jim mean by the final line of the novel: “Whatever we had missed, we possessed together the 
precious, the incommunicable past”?   
  
The Taming of the Land   
By the novel’s end, the once virgin land is fenced and filled with roads, houses, and train tracks. What does 
this suggest about the way humans affect the environment? How is the Nebraskan land both the novel’s 
most significant symbol as well as a major theme? Does the development of the land parallel the 
development of Ántonia Shimerda?   
  
The Immigrant Experience in America   
The heroism of the settlers is evident by their determination to create a new and better life for their families. 
How do the women especially contribute to making such a life possible? How is this novel a story about the 
building of a specific Nebraskan community? How does it transcend Nebraska to become a story about the 
making of America and of what it means to be American?   
  
Happiness   
An important moment of the novel occurs when Jim says, “That is happiness; to be dissolved into 
something complete and great.” What does this mean? According to Jim’s definition, which characters in 
the novel end up happy? Is he one of them?   
  

http://www.neabigread.org/books/myantonia/media/
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Handout 1: The Homestead Movement 
 
In 1862, Congress passed and President Abraham Lincoln signed the Homestead Act. The act provided 160 
acres to the head of a household, or to an applicant at least 21 years old, including former slaves, single 
women, and immigrants. 
 
The homesteader had to pay a minimal application fee, live on the land for five years, and make 
improvements, such as cultivating a farm or building a house. The applicant had to be a U.S. citizen (or a 
declared candidate for citizenship) who had never borne arms against the United States. Confederate 
soldiers could not apply. 
 
The Union Pacific Railroad was chartered on July 1, 1862, when President Lincoln selected a route that 
would pass through Kansas and Nebraska. When the Union Pacific met up with the Central Pacific railroad 
in 1869, the transcontinental railroad made transportation more affordable. The federal government gave 
railroad companies large amounts of land to provide incentives for more development. These companies 
then advertised the sale of cheap land in foreign countries, which often led to unrealistic expectations 
among non-English- speaking immigrants. These changes—along with the 1862 Morrill Act authorizing 
land grant colleges to educate farmers—led thousands of eastern Americans and even more Europeans to 
move to Nebraska and Kansas. 
 
For all its virtues, homesteading had a tragic side. Native Americans were pushed aside as the 
homesteading wave moved westward. Land fraud was common, especially as non-English-speaking 
families tried to negotiate with native businessmen or farmers. Large companies applied for multiple 
homesteads, each one signed for by a company representative until sufficient acreage was amassed for 
large-scale ranching. Failure was a constant companion. As the homesteaders moved westward into the dry 
plains, they discovered that 160 acres was insufficient for a family farm. The land was not always 
cooperative, and heads of families—like Mr. Shimerda and Willa Cather’s father—were not necessarily 
successful farmers. Over 60 percent of homestead applicants never stayed the required five years to get their 
deed. 
 
The original 1862 act was later amended to accommodate the harsh realities of life on the Plains. Land 
grants were expanded to a more reasonable 640 acres, and the residency requirement was lowered from five 
years to three. 
 
The Homestead Act and the transcontinental railroad were benchmarks of American history. By the end of 
the nineteenth century, over half a million homestead farmers had claimed more than 80 million acres of 
America. The West was forever changed by the settlement of families who left their homelands for a chance 
to obtain land to call their own. 
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Handout 2: Bohemian and Swedish Immigrants 
	
The three novels that Willa Cather wrote between 1913 and 1918—O Pioneers!, The Song of the Lark, and 
My Ántonia—center on immigrant female artists from Sweden and Bohemia: Alexandra Bergson, Thea 
Kronborg, and Ántonia Shimerda. Between 1850 and 1950, some 50 million Europeans left their 
homelands—mostly for North America. What motivated so many thousands of Bohemians and Swedes to 
immigrate to Nebraska? 
 
Bohemia 
Bohemia was a former kingdom bounded by Germany, Poland, Austria, and Moravia. In 1918, Bohemia 
became the core of the newly formed state of Czechoslovakia. On January 1, 1993, Czechoslovakia was split 
into two independent states, the Czech Republic and Slovakia. The Czech Republic comprises the former 
province of Bohemia. 
 
My Ántonia begins in 1883, when Bohemia was still part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 
A growing Czech nationalism led to ethnic tension between the Czech-speaking population of Bohemia and 
their German-speaking rulers. Such divisions encouraged many Bohemians to immigrate to the Great 
Plains, especially since the circulation of railroad company advertisements in Czech newspapers and 
magazines offered cheap land in Nebraska. Worsening economic conditions and overpopulation pushed 
most Czechs out of their homeland. Many Czechs relied on weaving industries for their livelihoods, but 
increased industrialization made it impossible to support a family that way. 
 
Contrary to negative stereotypes, many Bohemian immigrants had education, money, and respect in their 
homeland. Coming to America—where they were lonely, poor, and often manipulated—was simply too 
much to bear for many men and women who, like Mr. Shimerda, “died from a broken heart.” All told, 
between 1856 and 1914, over 50,000 Bohemians moved to Nebraska. 
 
Sweden 
Between 1845 and 1865, severe crop failures and poverty in Sweden—due partly to large population 
growth—caused the first spike in Swedish immigration. By 1890, approximately 478,000 Swedes had 
immigrated to America, ultimately reducing Sweden’s total population by one fourth. As in Bohemia, 
economic and social circumstances motivated many to leave. As it became unfeasible to buy land in 
Sweden, the Homestead Act made such a dream possible in America. Religious persecution, personal 
misfortune, failing farms, and unfair employment practices led other Swedes to leave their homeland. After 
the Civil War, Swedish settlements expanded from Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota, to the Great Plains of 
Kansas and Nebraska. Between 1845 and 1930, over 1.2 million Swedes migrated to America. 
 
My Ántonia accurately reflects some of the difficulties faced by immigrant pioneers, although the novel 
should not be read as a history book. For example, many early settlers had to survive without wood. Even 
after the railroad connected Hastings to Red Cloud in 1878, the transportation and price of lumber remained 
too expensive for most families. Sod houses (built with bricks made from various kinds of grass) attracted 
snakes and other varmints. Dirt floors and leaking roofs made these homes especially unwelcoming during 
rainstorms and blizzards. Most families replaced them as soon as they earned enough money from their 
efforts to tame the Nebraska Divide. 
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Handout 3: The Triumph of Ántonia Shimerd 
 
“There was the material in [My Ántonia] for a lurid melodrama. But I decided that in writing it I would dwell very 
lightly on those things that a novelist would ordinarily emphasize, and make up my story of the little, every-day 
happenings and occurrences that form the greatest part of everyone’s life and happiness.” —Willa Cather 
 
When Willa Cather wrote O Pioneers! (1913), she did not expect anyone to see greatness in a slow- moving 
Nebraskan novel that featured Swedish and Bohemian immigrants. Most American writers had perpetuated 
comic, negative stereotypes of these groups, yet in Alexandra Bergson (from O Pioneers!) and Thea 
Kronborg (from The Song of the Lark), Cather created strong Swedish women who triumphed in the midst 
of great adversity. 
 
The character of Ántonia Shimerda especially embodied all Cather’s feelings about the early immigrants to 
the Great Divide. Cather told an interviewer in 1921 that one of the people who had interested her most as a 
child was Annie Sadilek, later Annie Pavelka, the Bohemian “hired girl” who worked for one of her 
neighbors: “She was one of the truest artists I ever knew in the keenness and sensitiveness of her enjoyment, 
in her love of people and in her willingness to take pains. I did not realize all this as a child, but Annie 
fascinated me and I always had it in mind to write a story about her.” 
 
Since most popular early-twentieth-century novels highlighted the lives of upper-class ladies and 
gentlemen, it was a radical choice in 1918 for Cather to center My Ántonia on a lower-class immigrant 
“hired girl.” Cather always possessed great respect for her immigrant neighbors, and a great deal of her 
education derived from her German, English, and Jewish friends. She especially loved listening to the 
stories of the older immigrant women and later said, “I have never found any intellectual excitement any 
more intense than I used to feel when I spent a morning with one of these old women at her baking or 
butter- making … I always felt … as if I had actually got inside another person’s skin.” In several letters and 
interviews, Cather claimed that housewives and farmers were true artists, once even saying that they 
contributed “more to art than all the culture clubs.” 
 
With this definition in mind, Ántonia is certainly one of Cather’s greatest artists. While most women—in 
both history and literature—were ostracized, exiled, or killed as a result of an illegitimate pregnancy, Cather 
writes a different ending for her heroine. Ántonia returns to her mother’s home “crushed and quiet,” but 
she perseveres, never choosing the path of her father. She farms the land and is not ashamed of her first 
daughter. The real-life John Pavelka (the model for Anton Cuzak) also defied convention by marrying a 
“fallen” woman. With him, Annie bore thirteen children, and ten survived into adulthood. When Jim 
Burden finally returns to Nebraska, he finds his childhood friend “a battered woman now, not a lovely girl; 
but she still had that something which fires the imagination.” 
 
 
 


